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The Stamps of Geneva of the Transition Period: 

“Vaud” and “Neuchâtel” 
by Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier (CPhH, CEPL) 

This article first appeared in the Schweizerischen Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) March 2011, and is reprinted here 
with the gracious permission of SBZ and the author.  The translation is by George Struble. 

The Geneva Post issued 

from 1849 to 1851 stamps for its 

local post, in Swiss colors, but in 

Geneva currency. 

The names by which we 

call these stamps have always 

intrigued philatelists; the cantons 

of Vaud and Neuchâtel did not 

participate at all in their issuance, 

and letters addressed to them 

could not be mailed with these stamps because the stamps lost their validity at the Geneva border.  

Philately has continued to refer to these stamps by these inadequate and misleading names.  At that time 

for many Geneva citizens, Vaud simply signified Switzerland, since Vaud was Geneva’s only national 

frontier, very short, only 4 km. long, between Versoix and Sauverny. 

In revising my documentation on the Geneva Post, I recently retrieved a document of the “Poste aux 

Lettres de Genève,” dated December 1836, that specified the arrivals and departures of the postal courier, 

picking up the mail from the mailboxes, and franking.  What awakened my interest was the different hours 

for the destinations of Vaud and Neuchâtel: 

The convention in that era was probably to designate each courier route by the departure time of 

the post coach.  In 1836, there was no question of stamps; those only appeared in Geneva seven years later!  

Thus the letters from Geneva to Sécheron, Bellevue, or Versoix took the coach for      (continued on page 4)  
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The 2012 Swiss Catalogs: 

A Review 
by Richard T. Hall 

I just received my copies of the two 2012 

Swiss catalogs – the “little” Zumstein and the 

SBK.  The “little” Zumstein (Figure 1) cost CHF 

38.00 in the spiral-bound form (CHF 3 cheaper if 

you want the perfect bound version) plus CHF 20 

in postage for a total of CHF 58.00 or about $60 

from Zumstein + cie, Postfach, CH-3000 Bern 7, 

Switzerland.  The SBK catalog only comes in the 

perfect-bound version (Figure 2) and cost CHF 35 

plus CHF 18 in postage for a total of CHF 53 or 

about $55 from Jean-Paul Bach, Postfach 337, CH-

1010 Basel, Switzerland. 

How to the two catalogs compare?   Let’s 

compare features.  For the classic issues up 

through the Cross & Numeral with control marks 

(Zumstein 1-65) the SBK listings are superior. 

Much more descriptions, varieties, and general 

look and feel make the SBK a winner here.  In ad-

dition, Zumstein still doesn’t use the Urs Hermann 

numbering of the Strubels, a serious deficiency 

given the new scholarship. 

The Zumstein wins for the Standing Helve-

tias (Zumstein 66/100) simply because of their very 

useful silhouettes of the various perfora-

tions of this issue. The Zumstein treatment 

of the 1900 UPU issue is slightly superior 

to that of the SBK. 

Zumstein has a large section on the 

Swiss cross watermark and its upright or 

horizontal versions.  The SBK doesn’t even 

mention these varieties. But the general 

treatment of the issues of the first quarter 

century are slightly better in the SBK.  The 

1924 UPU issue treatment by Zumstein is 

clearer than that in the SBK, as is the treatment 

of the 1936 Landscape definitives. 

For the issues since World War II, it’s a 

toss up between the two catalogs.  I found that 

some of the enlargements of varieties in the SBK 

are a bit muddy and off color.  For example, the 

illustrations of the sheet and coil varieties of the 

1960 Postal Messengers set (Zumstein 355/363) 

are much clearer in the Zumstein.  A new feature 

of the SBK catalog for these modern issues is the 

illustration of the first day cancels. 

One very important feature of the Zum-

stein is its discussion of forged varieties of recent 

definitives.  You might          (continued on page 6)  

 

Matterhorn Meanderings 
by Richard T. Hall 

By the time you read this, the new edition 

of the Swiss Post’s “Focus on Stamps”, the 4/2011 

issue, will have been distributed.  I have to com-

ment on this year’s Christmas stamps, see Figure 

1 for one of the three stamps in the set.  The only 

way these stamps could get much more schmaltzy 

would be for Thomas Kincaide to design them! 

The new Pro Juventute stamps are not 

much better, see Figure 2 for one of the four in this 

set.  They’re almost too cute.  I guess I’m just get-

ting too curmudgeonly in my old age! 

(continued on page 19) 

 
Fig. 1.  2011 Christmas stamp 

 
Fig. 2.  2011 Pro Juventute stamp 
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Swiss National Show at 

NABA Stans 
by Harlan F. Stone 

So far at least four AHPS members have 

indicated they want to exhibit at the next Swiss 

national stamp show, NABA Stans, during Oc-

tober 4-7, 2012. You can print out the prospectus 

and entry form at www.naba-stans-2012.ch. The 

deadline for entries is January 31. To qualify for 

a Level I national show, your exhibit must have 

won at east a vermeil at a Level II regional 

show.  

Rolf Rölli of Rölli-Schär, an AHPS mem-

ber and Tell advertiser, has offered us his group 

rate for rooms at the Hotel Flora across the 

street from his auction firm in Luzern. A single 

room would be 120 Swiss francs and a double 

room 140 or 165. The hotel is a five-minute walk 

from the Luzern railroad station, where trains 

running every half hour take only about 15 mi-

nutes to reach Stans. The NABA committee will 

provide a shuttle bus between the Stans station 

and the show site at the Rex Sports Center. 

For those who prefer to stay in one of the 

three hotels in the historic town of Stans, the 

local tourist office can provide a packet of infor-

mation including a street map. This office acts 

as an information center for the entire region of 

the Vierwaldstattersee (Lake of the Four Forest 

Cantons). Its two websites are www.stans.ch 

and www.lakeluzerrn.ch, its phone number for 

U.S. callers 011-41-41-610 88 33, and its email 

address info@lakeluzern.ch .  

AHPS members interested in attending 

the show can let me know. See the list of AHPS 

officers for my contact information.  

What Else is Going On? 
by George Struble 

The IKW book by Mike Peter and Ralph 

Soderberg that AHPS is publishing is now 

at the printer.  As soon as copies are avail-

able, they will be mailed to those who sent 

pre-publication orders. 

 The AHPS book The Philately of Switzer-

land edited so ably by Dick Hall has won a Large 

Silver award and 75 points at PHILNIPPON. 

 David Durham is in England for yet anoth-

er year as a minister there.  His address until next 

July will be 4, the Haughs, Castleside, Prudhoe 

NE43 3QE, United Kingdom. 

 Die Post is a monthly newspaper for Swiss 

Post workers.  I recently got to review eighteen 

months of its issues; several of the following para-

graphs report what I found there. 

 Swiss Post has done a comparison of the 

Swiss postal rates with fourteen other European 

countries.  For letters, Switzerland is the fifth low-

est – only Britain, Spain, Portugal, and Ireland 

were less expensive.  Norway charged more than 

twice as much to mail a letter than Switzerland.  

An index of package postage showed that only 

Austria was less expensive than Switzerland.  A 

package from Norway cost almost four times as 

much as from Switzerland. 

 I have often wondered just how the 

proceeds from “Pro Juventute” stamps are spent.  

One program has been a hotline for youth to phone 

with their problems.  They can dial 147 and be 

connected with someone who will help.  With over 

400 calls every day, including at least one young 

person intending suicide, the service saves lives.  

But fewer stamps are being bought, and the reve-

nue from “Pro Juventute” stamps no longer covers 

the expense of this program.  The Swiss are work-

  I. G. STAMPS   SWITZERLAND 
  Please visit my Web site: http:www.igstamps.com 
 Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history. 

 Each item has a brief description and picture. 

 You can search for your particular collecting interest. 

 As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list. 

 Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.  I will send you a 
printed copy of your collecting interests. 

Ian Gilchrist, I. G. Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG11 1SL, England 

E Mail admin@igstamps.com 

 

http://www.naba-stans-2012.ch/
http://www.stans.ch/
http://www.lakeluzerrn.ch/
mailto:info@lakeluzern.ch
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ing on other ways to continue to provide it. 

 At 2011 Swiss National Day celebration 

sponsored by the Swiss Society of New York on 

Saturday July, Bruce Marsden and his wife Leslie 

staffed an AHPS table.  They handed out 80 copies 

of our booklet Swiss Stamps – something for Eve-

ryone and our membership application, and dis-

played our book Philately of Switzerland.  They 

also met AHPS member Bob Varrin of Princeton, 

NJ, who was visiting the celebration. 

 They had the “Free Swiss Stamps” cookie 

tin that Emil Tobler and Cheryl Ganz provided at 

our table at NAPEX, and it was quite a hit again.  

They are now low on stamps.  If you can supply 

some stamps to replenish the tin, please send them 

to Bruce Marsden; see his address on page 18. 
 

 

The Stamps of Geneva of the Transition Period: 

“Vaud” and “Neuchâtel” 
(continued from page 1)  Vaud at 11:30 a.m., and the users of the post would have continued to use this de-

signation of Vaud after the appearance of postage stamps. 

 

The “Vaud” Stamp 

It was issued in Swiss colors, but with grey text on a red shield, as early as 1849!  Let it be said in 

passing: How could Geneva have known that the Helvetic Post would use the same colors for the Swiss 

Post Locale stamps, appearing seven months later?  Those however had a face value of 2½ rappen or cen-

times, in Helvetic money 43% more expensive.  In effect, 2½ Swiss rappen were equivalent to 3.57 Geneva 

centimes.  This monetary disparity must have penalized their use in Geneva, and Geneva stamps called 

“Vaud” were preferred.  Recall that the poste locale stamps, be they federal or cantonal, lost their value at 

the border.  As the Geneva 1st postal district encompassed the district of Nyon, the resolution of franking 

problems had to await the advent of the Rayon stamps on October 1, 1850. 

 

The “Neuchâtel” Stamp 

In 1851, the Government 

decided to adopt as of January 1, 

1852 the new Swiss franc on the 

basis of the French franc; this is 

what Geneva was using as early 

as 1839.  The old currency was 

to be retired from the market-

place.  A decree was passed on 

July 28, 1851 to this effect.  The 

first article proclaimed this 

swirch for Vaud and Geneva as 

of August 1, 1851.  The face val-

ue of the “Vaud” stamps was al-

ready on the new basis, set at 

five centimes.  Nevertheless, the 

Geneva Post issued on August 9 

a new 5-centime stamp, perhaps in the hope that it could be used by all of Switzerland.  Some authors have 

remarked that the final “s” of Centimes was italicized on purpose, to signify “suisse.”  But the new stamp 

did not have its anticipated success; rarely used, it has become a rare – and expensive – jewel. 

Its name “Neuchâtel” probably also originates from the departure time of 6:30 p.m. of the post coach 

for Neuchâtel.  A time of day different from that of “Vaud” at 11:30 a.m.  It is reasonable that the departure 

times were linked to the destinations of the post coach.  The coach for Neuchâtel, leaving in the evening, 

made a stop in Copperty, passing through Lausanne and Yverdon the next day. 
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Signatures, Certificates, Repairs,  

and Falsifications 
by Jean-Claude Marchand 

President, Swiss Association of Philatelic Experts 

This article was published in the Schweizerischen Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) March 2011, and is reprinted here 
with the gracious permission of SBZ and the author.  The translation is by George Struble. 

 For too long, I have seen and heard about the more or less honest manipulations, when 

clients talk to me about signatures, certificates, or other problems of expertisation.  It seems 

useful to me to clarify things once and for all and give the collector the means of defending his 

interests, or in any case, his philatelic property. 

 Therefore, here are some elementary rules and important information that can keep you from fall-

ing into the trap of “falsified” certificates that may accompany stamps also falsified! 

  

1.  Signatures 

It must be known that in this domain, the practices of different experts are rather free; the more so 

when we are dealing with stamps of lesser value.  That raises for me a first alert: distrust a proposed rare 

piece with just a signature and no certificate!  Your two principal options are either a signature is totally 

falsified (which happens more often with signatures in pencil), or the certificate has by chance “disap-

peared” (which happens mostly when the certificate contains negative elements with respect to the quality 

of the stamp …). 

To come back to signatures, be content with them only if you are dealing with items of modest or 

average importance (up to several hundred francs); otherwise, beware; something does not ring true, unless 

perhaps you are dealing with very old signatures (Reuterskjöld, for example). 

They are of different types, perhaps in pencil; certain experts (such as I) avoid marks in ink, to re-

spect the wishes of many collectors who do not like to see the backs of their stamps altered by signatures in 

ink.  Without counting some very rare items on whose backs are found easily five or six signatures!  There 

are experts’ marks that we can eventually read on the front as well as on the back, so much are they inked!  

So much for signatures in pencil.  In the same category is a codification in the case of defective stamps: in 

this case, experts sign with an initial rather than their full name.  Watch out for this nuance: too many un-

scrupulous dealers offer “signed” stamps, although the stamps are only initialed and are defective. 

Now, signature marks, which represent the majority of signatures still today signed on the backs of 

stamps, exist either in manuscript form (for most Swiss experts, past and present) or in printed characters, 

as for example for the German member experts of the BPP.   These last are those most frequently forged 

(among our member experts of BPP, those of KIMMEL BPP and MARCHAND BPP have been the object of 

counterfeiters).  There exist imitations of certain pencil signatures of members of our association, but these 

are generally not good enough imitations to be dangerous! 

 

2. Certificates 

Here, the problems are different.  To this day, I have not seen a complete forgery of a certificate of a 

Swiss expert.  In contrast, I have seen numerous times certificates more or less well manipulated in a 

manner to mask part of the text which would reduce the commercial value of a stamp.  These range from a 

coarse erasure with correction fluid to hide a description of a defect, to the addition of text by typewriter… 

This is certain: never accept a certificate if it has been manipulated or modified; ask that it be re-

confirmed by the expert who signed it.  Moreover, do not accept a copy of an original certificate (even in col-

or), since some unscrupulous dealers often send a single stamp to be expertised and do not hesitate to make 

copies to sell their duplicates without paying another fee. 
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3.  The Guarantee 

In general, the expertisations made by the member experts of the Swiss Association of Philatelic 

Experts (ASEP) are guaranteed and covered by our insurance for a period of ten years.  Beyond that period, 

the expert is no longer responsible; if you want to lengthen the guarantee, it is imperative to renew the cer-

tificate by a member expert of the Association. 

 

In conclusion, when you buy a stamp that in your eyes is worth expertisation, be assured that logic 

will be respected, and the elements that are presented to you will be coherent.  If you are in doubt on the sub-

ject of a certificate or a signature, in any case do not hesitate to demand confirmation (before the purchase!) 

from the expert in question, or submit the case to the president of ASEP.  And be assured, that in the case 

where a vendor refuses, if you do not know why, he certainly does! 

 

 

The 2012 Swiss Catalogs: 

A Review 
(continued from page 2)  remember in my review of 

last year’s catalogs that some of these “varieties” 

had disappeared from the SBK after Zumstein 

showed they were forgeries.  This section of the 

Zumstein bears reading by all collectors of modern 

varieties. 

The remaining listings of the two catalogs 

are very similar.  I find the listings of the Bundes-

feier cards in the SBK better because of a generous 

use of illustrations as opposed to simple text list-

ings in the Zumstein and the Zumstein doesn’t 

mention the 1938-1960 Pro Patria postcards that 

were the follow-on to the Bundesfeier cards. 

The SBK catalog has listings for the follow-

ing items that the Zumstein doesn’t: the PTT 

greeting cards, the PTT Yearbooks, the PTT collec-

tion sheets and booklets, and the vignettes used on 

special air mail flights.  The SBK also lists the 

tabs of the 1943 to 1976 Pro Juventute issues but 

not those of all Swiss issues since about 2000.  I 

wish someone would explain to me how the tabs on 

these modern issues are less “worthy” than the 

earlier issues.  The SBK also has a more complete 

listing of the early franchise stamps. 

The Zumstein catalog has a very nice list-

ing of the gift and special booklets of the PTT from 

the souvenir booklet for the 1914 National Exhibi-

tion to a souvenir issued in 1962 for a meeting of 

the CEPT/TEL in Cologne, Germany. 

And for the first time, there is a price after 

the 5c Rayed Star postage due stamp (Katcher’s 

discovery) – CHF 65,000!  The SBK doesn’t men-

tion this error. 

So if you have the 2011 edition of either of 

these two catalogs, do you need the 2012 edition? 

Here you have to see what features have been add-

ed this year and/or how prices have changed. The 

SBK catalog added the listings of the air mail vig-

nettes. The Zumstein added the listings of the 

presentation albums. In my spot checking of cata-

log values of six different stamps found no change 

in four of the stamps and decreases in two, no in-

creases. Based on that small sample, unless you 

absolutely have to have the most recent prices, 

you’re probably good with the 2011 edition, unless 

you really want the added feature of either catalog. 

If you don’t have a recent edition of either 

catalog, which catalog should you buy?  Either is a 

fine addition to your library and will give you the 

up-to-date pricing.  You’ll have to compare the fea-

tures I’ve outlined above and see which catalog 

most closely corresponds to how and what you col-

lect. 

 

 

WESTPEX Planning 
Start making plans to attend and participate in 

WESTPEX, in San Francisco April 27-29.  Many 

people believe that this is the best stamp show on 

the west coast; we have certainly been warmly 

welcomed on our earlier visits.  You can find much 

information at www.westpex.com, including the 

exhibit application and hotel information, but ex-

pect a comprehensive article about AHPS at 

WESTPEX in the January TELL.  As usual, we 

will have a Friday afternoon seminar, an informal 

Friday evening dinner, a Saturday morning busi-

ness meeting, and a Sunday morning swap session.  

Come have a great time with your fellow collectors 

of Swiss philately! 

 

http://www.westpex.com/
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Disinfected Mail During the 

Hoof and Mouth Disease Epidemic: Part I 
by Reinhard Stutz 

This article was published in Post & Geschichte, No. 1, March 2011.  It was translated by Robert Wight-
man, and is reprinted here with the gracious permission of Post & Geschichte and the author. 

Hoof and mouth disease spread across Switzerland from 1918 to 1921, with greater 

intensity in some regions. 
 

  This disease afflicted Europe during the First World War and also affected Switzerland; the disease 

came in a number of waves, principally through the Cantons of Aargau, Berne, Grisons, Solothurn and 

Ticino. In 1919 alone the Federation paid out more than CHF 2.44 million in compensation to the Cantons. 

There were attempts to limit the spread through disinfection measures. The measures also extended to the 

mail in some districts in Canton Berne. 

  So far, no study has been made from a postal history point of view. A call for assistance in the BBZ 

3/2000 remained without an echo2. Thanks to the support of the Head of the Postal Archive and her Assis-

tant (Ms. Bazak and Ms. Burri) the documents of the Berne Postal Region still existing were made avail-

able to the author. Here, thanks again for this support in the name of all interested parties. 

 

Federal Laws for the control of animal diseases 

  The laws covering police measures against animal diseases, with the respective implementing ordi-

nances of 1872, 1873 and 1886 were included in a new Federal Law in 1917. On  August 18, 1914, the Fed-

eral Council issued a decree covering special measures against hoof and mouth disease. This decree was 

repealed on  June 18, 1920 and replaced by a new implementing ordinance dated  August 30, 1920. No ref-

erences to postal measures could be found. 

 

Decrees of the Postal Administration 

  No decrees or instructions concerning animal diseases are known up to 1919. However, the Postal 

Administration issued decrees (1900-1911) for protection against cholera and the plague, if danger should 

arise. 

  The first mention of diseases is to be found in the Postal Decree (A1) of 1925, § 103 (page 175): 

  “Restriction and suspension of delivery: delivery can be suspended if it is subject to particular diffi-

culties or dangers, or for any other reason, e.g. diseases. The Postal Administration has to advise the local 

Council of such a decree, giving the reasons.” 

  The Head Post Office (Oberpostdirektion) first reacted a year after the outbreak of the disease, with 

a letter to the Regional Post Offices (Kreispostdirektionen). 

  The Circular of the Oberpostdirektion (OPD) to the Kreispostdirektionen (KPD) of  September 24, 

1920 reads: 

Art. 1 “The regulations concerning traffic in the restricted zones are the responsibility of the Can-

tonal and Local Authorities.” 

Art. 2 “The postal authorities must reach agreement with the local authorities concerning the es-

tablishment of a postal service within the restricted zone. However, no particular costs are to arise 

for the postal administration.” The OPD nevertheless left a door open: “As exceptions, small spe-

cial costs (establishing provisional facilities, compulsory transfer of personnel, detours around re-

stricted zones, deputations, etc.) can be taken over.” 
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The Bernese Cantonal Vet issued guidelines on December 27, 1919 

Measures against hoof and mouth disease. General guidelines. New edition. 

“1. General instructions. ... Rural postmen should deliver mail outside the farms. The packaging of 

parcels and correspondence of no value should be burnt immediately after receipt. Wash hands 

thoroughly with soap after receipt letters with money. ... 

2. The most generally used disinfectants: iron and copper sulphate 5-10%; Lysol, Kresapol 3-5%; 

freshly slaked lime (not old stock), calcium chloride; sublimate 2%; never use sublimate for the 

disinfection of stables, living rooms or sales premises. For sales premises and public premises of 

all kinds disinfect with 5-10% hot soda solution. Shoes, horses and the wheels of all kinds of vehi-

cles should be disinfected with Sublimate, Lysol or Kresapol solutions. ... For closed localities 

(whether or not threatened by the disease) the permanent disinfection of all public roads, paths 

and yards, and all public premises is to be recommended. ..... The following procedure is recom-

mended for the disinfection at stations: the entrance to the station is to be so restricted that all 

passengers must take a certain route. On this route, a stretch of ca. 3-6 meters is to be spread 

with a thick layer of sawdust, which is to be soaked with a 5 % Lysol solution one or more times a 

day. ... 

7. Regulations for infected farms and villages, and for localities and farms threatened by the dis-

ease. ... limitation of postal traffic to the extent possible. Fencing off (not too close to the farm, 

when at all possible 10-25 meters away from the farm) and guarding the infected and threatened 

farms. ... Particularly thorough disinfection of all public ways, places and premises. ... post and 

telegraph office. ... organization of postal traffic and messenger service to obtain the most neces-

sary articles, avoiding mutual contact, by the local police authorities. ...  

10. Allocation of costs. The costs for disinfectants for the disinfection of infected farms are to be 

borne by the owner, those for public places, roads and paths are to be borne by the Community. 

For the military guard personnel the Canton bears the wages and the Community the food and 

lodging. 

The guidelines of 20 November 1919 are repealed.” 

 

Call-up of troops 

Canton of Berne. Council Meeting of December 2, 1919. 

“8398. Hoof and mouth disease; call-up of troops. 

The Bernese Territorial Corps and the limited call-up of troops that has already taken place is no 

longer adequate to guard the infected farms and localities and assure their full isolation from out-

side. 

The Council of the Canton of Berne therefore resolves that a further detachment of territorial in-

fantry of 250 men with two subaltern officers and enough NCO’s are to be called up. This call-up is 

to be made immediately. The Head of the Police is to be informed of this resolution.” 

Extract: Newspaper Der Bund of December 3, 1919: 

“Military call-up of about 60 men for slaughtering-work. The Territorial Corps will be strength-

ened with 30 soldiers (guard duties).” 

Extract: Newspaper Der Bund of December 10, 1919: 

“Troops from various places in the Oberland have today been called up for guard duties in the lo-

calities in the Unterland which have been infected with hoof and mouth disease.” 

Extract: Newspaper Der Bund of June 1, 1920: 

“The council of the Canton of Berne makes new resolutions in consequence of the further increase 

of the hoof and mouth disease” 

Extract: Newspaper Der Bund of 1 June 1920: 

“The Territorial Infantry Corps Füs. Kp. II/29 (Bat.) has been called up for Thursday 3 June.” 
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The development of the hoof and mouth disease in Switzerland 

Extract: Newspaper Der Bund 

January 6 / 7, 1919: 

“Hoof and mouth disease. The 

Swiss Veterinary Office’s sum-

mary of the cases of the infection 

of domestic animals during the 

year 1918 shows the occurrence 

of hoof and mouth disease in 

only six cantons, of which the 

Grisons are critically affected, 

i.e. with 9420 cases of infected 

large and small animals, which 

represents a calamity for various 

regions. The disease had not 

died out by the end of the year. 

2359 of the infected animals had 

to be slaughtered”. 

  For clarity, the development 

of the disease in the districts in Can-

ton Berne can be divided into two 

phases: the first phase from October 1919 to March 1920 and the second phase from April 1920. 

 

First phase of the disease, October 1919 to March 1920. Disinfected mail marked with a sticker 

or rubber stamp. 

“Hoof and mouth disease 

has broken out in various 

communities in Canton Fri-

bourg. The import of cattle 

into Canton Berne for breed-

ing or slaughter is forbidden 

until further notice”. (Der 

Bund No. 435, Oct. 15, 

1919) 

Vielbringen in the Community of 

Worb (Konolfingen District) 

  The whole of the Konolfingen 

District including the Community of 

Muri (District of Berne) was declared 

as a restricted zone (exceptions: Kur-

zenberg, Bleiken and Landiswil) on 

November 25, 1919. The outbreak of 

disease in Rüfenacht Community 

was reported on February 8, 1920. 

The road from Worb via Rüfenacht to 

Gümligen was closed to all traffic un-

til further notice. 

 

In BÜREN District 

During the first phase, the Büren District was in the restricted zone.  (Der Bund December 5, 1919) 

 

 
June 23, 1920 (23.06) Utzenstorf / Residents’ Community Council.  Military post-
card carried free of postage.  The Community confirmed the exemption from 
postage since it had to initially cover all the costs. The outbreak of the disease in 
Wiler near Utzenstorf was reported on July 1, 1920. 

 

December 18, 1919.  Rüfenacht / near Worb / Vielbringen.  Disinfected / local 
police Vielbringen. Further noted: postcards December 18, 1919, December 24, 
1919. 
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Community of Rüti near Büren (Büren Dis-

trict), village 623 inhabitants (in 1910) 

  Outbreaks of the disease were reported in 

Wengi near Büren on December 16 and 24, 1919. 

Limitations on the exchange of mail were noted 

from December 16, 1919 to February 23, 1920. The 

Büren District was reported to be disease-free on 

March 8, 1920. 

 In the second phase 

it was reported on 

29.5.1920 for the Büren 

District that: “the dis-

ease is raging in the See-

land”. 

 

Second phase of the disease, April 1920 to 1921. Disinfected post 

marked with handstamps 

 After the restrictions could be 

lifted in February and March in various 

districts, the disease reappeared in the 

Berne District on 18 March 1920. From 

the middle of April, the number of cases 

increased continuously. In the second 

phase, the number of cases was several 

times that in the first phase. There fol-

lows as an example, a report to the 

Head Post Office in Berne from May 

1920 which has survived. 

(Post) review report to the Head Post Office in Berne from Suberg (Community of Grossaf-

foltern, Aarberg District), regarding hoof and mouth disease. 

“As instructed, I went to Suberg on Tuesday afternoon of May 18, 1920 and contacted Häni, the 

Head of the Local Council, the Stationmaster, Aebi the Teacher, the Cantonal and District Vet, 

and Mr. Boss, the Postal Agent in Ammerzwil. 

The situation is as follows: Postmaster Baumann noticed in the night from Saturday to Sunday, 

May 15/16  that one of his seven cows had become infected. The post office and the adjoining store 

were immediately locked and declared restricted by the District Vet. All seven cows were slaugh-

tered on Tuesday morning. The post office cannot be reopened for 2-3 weeks, or longer if new cases 

of infection arise. 

After discussions with the vets and Postmaster Baumann, I have, with the agreement of the Head 

of the Council Häni, anticipated the following measures for the period of the restriction: 

1. The mother of the Postmaster, Widow Baumann, will, after thorough disinfection, be provided 

with the most necessary materials and provisionally open the post office in one of the two class-

rooms of the school-house, probably on Thursday, May 20. On the instructions of the vet., all in-

coming and outgoing items of post must be disinfected. Also the floor of the room in which the 

public are served at the counter must be washed daily with disinfectant. Ms. Baumann can, based 

on my inquiries, find accommodation in a house without cattle next to the schoolhouse. The cash 

and stamps must then be taken into the bedroom at night. The classroom can be locked, and pro-

vides adequate security for the remaining postal material since the soldiers who have been called-

up for guard duties in the village are accommodated in the other classroom, which is across the 

corridor from the post office. 

2. The exchange of the mails with the railway posts will be limited to trains 2219 and 2216. The 

 
1920 (31.01) Rüti / near Büren, Post office from 1848.  Post card

3
 with marking 

“Desinfiziert”.  This card is the only one recorded. 

 

Infections reported in: 

Büren 

Dotzigen 

Oberwil near Büren 

Rüti near Büren 

Wengi near Büren 
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mail bags to and from Ammerzwil and Grossaffoltern will be exchanged once a day in the after-

noon at the station, so that the messengers from these two places do not have to come into to the 

Suberg school-house. The once a day exchange of the mailbags on the station will be made by the 

soldier R. Liechti. 

3. After disinfection, the items of mail will be delivered once a day, together with the post arriving 

on trains 2219 and 2216, to the infected farms by postmen and in the rest of the locality by the 

above soldier. 

4. The morning messenger route Ammerzwil – Suberg will be discontinued for the present. For 

Ammerzwil, there remains only the exchange with trains 2219 and 2216, with subsequent deliv-

ery. Care is very necessary here, because the postal agent also has cattle. However, he wishes to 

take care of the stalls exclusively himself, while his private postman takes care of the deliveries. 

So far, Ammerzwil has only one case of infection. 

5. For several days now, Grossaffoltern makes two messenger journeys to trains 2204 and 2227. 

Since no new cases of infection have arisen so far, further limitations are not necessary for the 

moment. 

If these measures suffice, no extraordinary costs will arise for the Administration. I must however 

note that Head of the Council Häni approved only unwillingly the deliveries being made at the 

cost of the community. With the limitation of the exchanges, the time needed for the messenger 

and delivery service is however so short (Mr. Häni estimated the deliveries to the non-infected 

farms at one hour), that it may be assumed that soldier Liechti could do this himself. Should this 

not be enough, a former assistant postman living in Kosthofen and an almost 14-year old boy of 

the Stationmaster are available. Since there are, however, also cases of infection in Kosthofen, the 

use of this assistant postman will not be welcomed. 

I have opened the eleven mailbags held by the Stationmaster (incoming on May 17 and 18), en-

tered the parcels and registered items in a book which I brought with me, and arranged for deliv-

ery today Wednesday by the persons mentioned. Nothing has been delivered since Sunday. I have 

placed an insured letter of Fr. 1400.-, plus the payment and collection mandates and the mailbag 

documents, in a bag and have given this to the Stationmaster for keeping until Ms. Baumann 

opens her office in the school-house.       Berne, May 19, 1920 

P.S.  On the evening of  May 19, just before 6 p.m., Head of the Council Häni advised the Head 

Post Office that the District Vet refuses, in view of the new cases of infection, to release Ms. 

Baumann from the restrictions and disinfect her so that she can continue to conduct the postal 

business in the schoolhouse. I therefore asked Miss Aeschbacher in Mühleberg if she would depu-

tize in Suberg, and she agreed. On Thursday, May 20, I travelled to Suberg with Miss 

Aeschbacher in the morning on train 2209 and installed the post office provisionally in the school-

house. I asked the District Vet for the release of the most necessary material from the post office, 

to which he agreed after disinfection. I instructed Mr. Baumann to hand over the accounting ma-

terial with an account statement. 

Miss Aeschbacher asks for a daily 

payment of Fr. 10.-, which be-

comes a cost to the Administra-

tion. 

The exchange of the mail des-

patches at the station, and the 

deliveries, are being satisfacto-

rily performed by the soldier and 

the agent. These costs are for the 

account of the community. 

     Berne, May 21, 1920 

 To be continued.  The remainder of 

this article recounts the spread of the in-

fection to various communities, and the 

postal markings used in each. 

Best TELL article of 2011? 
by George Struble 

 The APS is starting an archive on its website “Phi-

latelic Articles of Distinction.”  Each of its affiliate societies 

may send an article each year.  I would like AHPS to par-

ticipate; this can honor our authors, give some wider dis-

tribution of the article, and give a little more visibility to 

AHPS and TELL.  Email me your nomination of best ar-

ticle in TELL in 2011.  In case you’re wondering, submis-

sion to the APS does require permission of the author; I 

will see to that.  Authors themselves should not nominate 

their own articles.  I can’t do it if there are too few nomi-

nations, so please make your choice and email me by Jan-

uary 15 at gstruble@willamette.edu! 
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A Long-Distance Local Letter 
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH 

When Switzerland reduced its domestic postal zones from three to two on July 1, 1862, it dis-

tinguished between local letter delivery for 5 centimes and non-local letter delivery for 10c. The defini-

tion for local delivery, a carry-over from January 1, 1852, remained up to 2 wegstunden, a two-hour 

road-walking distance calculated at 4.8 kilometers per hour, a total of 9.6 km, as measured in a 

straight line from the post office of dispatch to the post office of arrival. The Postal Department in-

creased this local distance to 10km on September 1, 1876, a measurement that lasted until the end of 

1972, when the two postal zones for letters became only one. 

Every time I have analyzed a cover with only 5c postage, I have measured the straight-line dis-

tance between the two post offices on a Swiss road map to confirm that the letter was correctly 

charged the lower rate for no more than 9.6 km or 10 km. I recently discovered that a local letter from 

Flaach to Buchberg, although only 3½ km apart in a straight line, actually went a very circuitous 39 

km during two days in 1875, according to the origin and transit postmarks.  

Preventing delivery directly from Flaach westward to Buchberg was the Rhine River, which at 

that location flowed south between the two small villages. Instead the Flaach post office, after post-

marking the cover on June 22 (Figure 1, front upper right), sent the letter east to Henggart 6 km 

away, where Henggart postmarked the cover on June 23 (Figure 1, front lower left). Then Henggart 

sent the letter north to Schaffhausen, a distance of 15 km and apparently the closest place where a 

bridge crossed the Rhine. There Schaffhausen postmarked the cover on June 23 (Figure 2, back cen-

ter) and sent the letter from the right to the left bank of the river and back south to Eglisau, adding 

another 15½ km to the delivery route. Eglisau postmarked the cover on the same day (Figure 2, back 

upper right) and delivered the letter to the addressee, a clergyman in Buchberg, 2½ km to the east. 

Eglisau had postal responsibility for Buchberg in 1875 because Buchberg still had no post of-

fice, only a postal depot with a straight-line postmark to identify the origin of its outgoing mail. Also 

interesting to note is the cartographical fact that Buchberg was in a small Canton Schaffhausen en-

clave surrounded by Canton Zurich towns and villages, including Flaach and Eglisau.  

References 

Zumstein, Spezialkatalog über die Briefmarken der Schweiz (Special Catalog of Stamps of Switzer-

land), Vol. 1, 2000, p. 2 (inland letter rates). 

Karl Gebert, Poststellenchronik Schweiz (Chroni-

cle of Swiss Post Offices) 1849-1999, privately 

published 1999, p. 56 (list of Buchberg post-

marks). 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Front of a local letter to Buchberg 

 
Fig. 2.  Back of the same letter  

Correction!  In Harlan Stone’s article 

“Missing Rayon II with Framed Cross” in the 

September 2011 TELL, the email address 

should have been kboyce@uspsoig.gov 

mailto:kboyce@uspsoig.gov
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AHPS Auction Number 152 
 This sale offers a wide variety of stamps, covers and accumulations, with a wide range of minimum 

bid levels.  Please take  particular notice of the donation lots at the end of the list.  These lots benefit AHPS 

through the generosity of the donors.  Lots 129-136 are given by the estate of Murray Gottfried.  Lots 137-

140 are donated by Cheryl Ganz. 

 The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc ) as appro-

priate.  Values are from the 2009 Zumstein unless otherwise noted.  Catalog values are converted to dollars 

at the rate CHF 1 = US$ 1.10.  Most lots are illustrated on the internet via the AHPS web site www.swiss-

stamps.org.  A few lots are illustrated on page 20 of this TELL to whet your appetite.  As always, you are 

encouraged to bid early, high and often – and have fun! 

 Closing date for bids in this auction is November 25, 2011.  Please send bids to auction manager 

Gordon Trotter by one of the following means;  E-mail: auction@swiss-stamps.org .  Mail:  10626 Fable 

Row, Columbia, MD 21044.  E-mail bids are preferred and will be acknowledged.  The deadline for submit-

ting lots for the next auction is January 15, 2012. 

 

Lot 

# 

Description Cat. 

Val. $ 

Min. 

Bid $ 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
1 2S (Sc 1L2) U F-VF 3 margins on piece with black rosette cancel and Unter-

strass 29 AOUT 1843 fancy CDS, pretty piece!  Eichele certificate. 

2585 825 

2 5 (Sc 2L2) U F two nice margins right and left, red rosette cancel.  Moser-Raz 

certificate. 

2365 750 

3 14 I (Sc 2) U F-VF 3 margins plus frame line, on piece with Zurich 10 JULI 51 

CDS.  Eichele certificate. 

1925 775 

4 20 (Sc 12) U VF four margins 176 60 

5 22A (Sc 15) U VF 4 nice margins but frame line just touched at lower right cor-

ner, thin paper 2nd printing.  Berra-Gautschy certificate.  SBK cat. 

990 350 

6 22G (Sc 36) * F fresh unused, no gum, one full and 3 partial frame lines 302 80 

7 55b (Sc 79 shade) * F no gum, pale rose shade 3850 700 

8 66A (Sc 82) * F 275 75 

9 70A (Sc 86) * VG, perfs. cut in at top 220 50 

10 71A (Sc 87) * F 385 105 

11 72A (Sc 88) U F-VF, Lausanne boxed cancel ? DEC 99 32 10 

12 66B (Sc 89) U F, slightly nibbed perfs. at left 165 50 

13 69B (Sc 91) U F, good perfs. 990 325 

14 70B (Sc 92) U F, couple of nibbed perfs. 522 160 

15 71B (Sc 93) U VF, full perfs., well-centered 137 50 

16 113y (Sc 139) * NH VF 66 32 

17 113y, 140y, 141y (Sc 139-40, 143) * NH VF 165 78 

18 185-90 (Sc 210-5) U F-VF blocks of 4 (1 Fr. on piece) 264 70 

19 194-200 (Sc 219-25) U VF blocks of 4 with central CDS 550 150 

20 194-200 (Sc 219-25) U F-VF blocks of 4, 2 each of 3c, 10c, 20c, some spotting on 

back 

770 160 

21 219-21 (Sc 250-2) U VF blocks of 4 with central CDS 69 22 

22 222-4 (Sc 247-9) U VF blocks of 4 with central CDS 111 35 

23 226 (Sc 254 U VF block of 4 with central CDS of Landi Pavillon 41 14 

24 232z-235 (Sc 256-9) U VF 30 10 

25 238yR, 238yR.01 (Sc 266v) U VF coils, one with control number, one without 154 50 

http://www.swiss-stamps.org/
http://www.swiss-stamps.org/
mailto:auction@swiss-stamps.org
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26 251.2.01 (Sc 278 var.) U creased, double print at top, would catalog CHF 100 if * 

NH VF 

-- ---- 

27 253c (Sc 280 var,) * NH VF, orange instead of yellow 55 20 

28 253.1.09 (Sc 280 var.) * VF, imperforate, not hinged but gum disturbance along 

top edge, cat. NH 

440 135 

29 297-308 (Sc 328-39) U F-VF blocks of 4 with central first day CDS 115 40 

30 318.1.11 (Sc 349 var) * NH VF, green line through 1904-1954 663 220 

31 389.2.01 (Sc 416 var.) * NH VF, short branch 34 10 

32 390.2.01 (Sc 417 var.) * NH VF, short branch 34 10 

33 577.2.01 (Sc 615 var) U VF block of 4, red dot below 5 on two stamps 27 19 

34 1107-8, 1109 with tab, 1120 with and without tab, 1138, 1161 U VF 14 3 

35 1207-8 U VF 14 3.50 

36 1251A, 1253A U VF 8 2 

37 K9 (Sc 172c) * F-VF, slight wrinkle 150 45 

38 Z1 * VF in block of 6, apparently from booklet 13 4 

39 Z25a-Z27f * F-VF all pairs and triplets, some with control number 137 55 

40 Z25a U VF in strip of 4 30 9 

41 Z26a  U VF in strip of 4 51 14 

42 Z25b U VF in strip of 4 30 9 

43 Z25c U VF in strip of 4 30 9 

44 Z33a-Z38c * VF all pairs and triplets 412 175 

45 S49Ay * F 24 8 

46 S60.1.09-S62.1.09 U VF with plate numbers in bridge 42 15 

47 S60-2 in complete * NH sheets of 80 stamps, each sheet includes 10 bridge pairs 88+ 30 

48 F I * HR F-VF, Aarau forerunner 88 50 

49 F I * F-VF round corner, Aarau forerunner 88 30 

50 F V * HH F-VF, Herisau forerunner 302 95 

51 F XI * NH F-VF, Solothurn forerunner 187 95 

52 F XI * VF, Solothurn forerunner 121 52 

53 F1-2 (Sc C1-2) * VF 291 40 

54 F7 (Sc C7) * VF 25 8 

55 F14z (Sc 13a) * VF 11 3.50 

56 F15z (Sc 14a) * F-VF 60 20 

57 WI/II U F-VF, PJ forerunner, Lausanne Gare 11 postmark 687 275 

58 WI/III * F-VF, PJ forerunner 660 210 

59 WI/49-52 (Sc B49-52) U VF blocks of 4 with central CDS 148 60 

60 WI/57-60 (Sc B57-60) U VF blocks of 4 with central CDS 302 120 

61 WI/121-32 (Sc B166-9, 179-82, 187-90) U VF, 3 sets 45 11 

62 WI/173-7 (Sc B277-81) U blocks of 4 on 2 covers and 3 luggage tags, some extra 

stamps 

71 25 

63 WI/178-82 (Sc B287-91) U blocks of 4 on 4 covers and one loose block, extra 

stamps 

53 18 

64 WI/183-7 (Sc B298-302) U blocks of 4 on 2 covers and 1 luggage tag 60 22 

65 WI/188-92 (Sc B308-12) U blocks of 4 on 4 covers plus 1 loose block, extra 

stamps 

43 16 

66 WI/200-4 (Sc B329-33) U blocks of 4 on 5 covers, extra stamps 79 29 

67 WI/205-9 (Sc B 334-8) U blocks of 4 on 5 covers, one is a mourning cover 13 5 
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68 WI/330 (Sc B593) U VF block of 4, central CDS 9 2.50 

69 WII/102 (Sc B297) * NH VF 55 20 

70 WIII/31 (Sc B178) * NH VF, yellowish gum 110 40 

71 WIII/79 (Sc B607) * NH VF 9 5 

72 DI/4 (Sc 1O4) * F-VF 20 7 

73 DI/15 (Sc 1O16) * VF 21 6 

74 DIII/10z (Sc 2O23a) U F-VF 418 145 

75 DIII/65-7 (Sc 2O65-7) * VF 23 8 

76 DV/VI U VF 55 22 

77 DVII/8.2A.02 (Sc 7O8 var.) * VF, defective “O” 64 15 

SOLDIER STAMPS 
78 Light Brigade 9/4 * NH imperforate block of 4 with plate number 825 375 

79 TER 36/2, 37g, 37/2, 68/2   8 

80 Stock of 300+ mint soldier stamps, some in large multiples  32 

81 Assortment of 19 stampless Feldpost covers with a nice variety of postmarks  38 

82 Group of 10 stamped Feldpost covers and stationery, with duplication  10 

COVERS 
83 219, 222, 225 in pairs plus WI/87 (Sc 247, 250, 253, B93 on large registered ex-

press cover Winterthur to Zurich, backstamped 

 5 

84 225 (Sc 253) U VF block of 4 on registered backstamped cover 6 3 

85 281-4 (Sc 312-5) U blocks of 4 on oversized express cover to US 30 10 

86 240-1 (Sc 268-9) U VF, four of each tied to PTT folder with each of the four Lan-

di cancels, cataloged as on cover 

42 25 

87 568-71 (Sc 606-9) FDC cacheted unaddressed 2 1 

88 625 (Sc 674) plate number and inscription block of 6 on airmail cover to US 10 6 

89 960, 962 (Sc 1039, 1036) on Priority cover to US 4 1.50 

90 1263 Year of the Potato (!) FDC addressed 4 4 

91 Z25a in strip of 4 on domestic cover 51 12 

92 F3, F9 (Sc C3, C9) on cover to London 65 21 

93 WI/121-4 (Sc B166-9) U blocks of 4 on oversized registered express cover to US 77 25 

94 WI/125-8 (Sc B179-82) U blocks of 4 on oversized registered express cover to US 77 25 

95 WI/129-32 (Sc B187-90) U blocks of 4 on oversized registered express cover to 

US 

71 23 

96 WI/184, WII/104 in blocks of 4 plus WII/107 (Sc B299, B304, B307) on airmail 

cover to US 

21 7 

97 WI/197-198 (Sc B322-3) on 2 airmail covers to US, left half of sheet on one, right 

half on the other 

29 15 

98 WII/2 block of 4 on registered cover not cancelled – out of date, replaced with 

#209 and mailed 

 2.50 

99 WII/22-5 (Sc B133-6) on censor cover to Germany, cover front only 88 20 

100 WII/34 (Sc B162) block of 4 on cover 22 10 

101 WII/38-41 (Sc B174-7) U blocks of 4 on oversized registered express cover to US 88 28 

102 WII/42 (Sc B183) block of 4 on cover 14 7 

103 WII/100 (Sc B296) block of 4 on parcel tag 37 10 

104 WII/118 block of 4 on cover, World Mental Health Congress cancel 1 1 

105 WII/118-22 (Sc B334-8) three complete sets on registered cover to England 11 4 

106 WII/154 (Sc B406) block of 4 on cover 1 1 
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107 WIII/23 on cacheted addressed FDC 220 70 

108 WII/25-8 (Sc B170-3) U blocks of 4 on oversized registered express cover to US 99 32 

109 WIII/38 on domestic cover 35 12 

110 WIII/64 (Sc 749) on cover to US 9 4 

111 Group of 4 covers for the 1927 NHORA flights: Luftpost-Handbuch RF27.4.Ad, 

27.4.Dc (two, cachet  in green and violet), 27.4Dd cachet in red 

143 60 

112 Five parcel cards with better stamps, stamps cat.: 71 15 

MISCELLANEOUS 
113 Two Standing Helvetia proofs, 25c. red brown and 25c. gray  2 

114 Trial color proof (very dark blue) for background of # 165 (Sc 202) on normal 

watermarked paper and perforated.  Purportedly, only one sheet of 100 exists. 

 10 

115 Presentation booklet for the Disarmament Conference of 1932, contains 185-90, 

F16-8 (Sc 210-5, C16-8) blocks of 4 hinged in the pages.  Stamps cat. 

979 300 

116 PTT Christmas card for 2000 w/#1014 U block of 4 11 2.50 

117 PTT presentation booklet for 1987 Pro Patria set includes * NH single and block 

of 4 with first day cancel for each stamp. 

38 10 

118 PTT presentation booklet for 1988 year set includes block of 4 with first day 

cancel for each stamp. 

164 42 

119 PTT presentation booklet: 39-stamp post-WW II mini-collection: Swiss history 

on stamps.  Includes * NH single or * NH block of 4 for each stamp.  Face value 

CHF 49. 

 36 

120 PTT presentation booklet: 51-stamp mini-collection: regions of Switzerland on 

stamps.  Includes * NH single for each stamp.  Face value CHF 33.50. 

 24 

121 Accumulation of papers formerly belonging to a representative to the UPU from 

c. 1989, includes stationery, invitations to UPU events, bound documents, etc. 

 --- 

122 Assortment of 46 */U telegraph stamps, with duplication, varied condition, not 

checked for paper type.  Includes 20 Fr. * and U in sound condition 

 25 

123 Non-postal telegraph centennial souvenir sheet (Zumstein T/OI), no gum as is-

sued.  4 copies available, bid on one or all (Dutch auction).  Cat. each 

132 30 

124 Stock page of 89 earlier postage dues with readable CDS cancels, some smaller 

towns. 

 30 

125 Stack of about 200 postal cards, mostly the common 5c and 10c of 1879-89 used, 

plus a smattering of more recent cards * and U 

 --- 

126 A few hundred stamps, mostly on piece, saved for cancels, sorted into envelopes 

by canton and cancel type, quite a few smaller towns 

 15 

127 60+ page study collection of cancellation (postmark) types, illustrated with a 

broad range of 20th century covers, including many small town marks.  Beauti-

fully mounted and written up by the late Felix Ganz. 

 120 

128 “Fremde Helvetica” – a one-of-a-kind collection of all things Swiss found on for-

eign (non-Swiss) stamps and covers, about 35 items.  Beautifully mounted and 

written up by the late Felix Ganz. 

 50 

DONATION LOTS BENEFITTING AHPS. 

RETIRED AHPS CIRCUIT BOOKS—USED AND UNUSED— 

HAVE DUPLICATION FOR SHADES, CANCELS, ETC. 
129 Mostly “G” Strubels plus a 3 margin Rayon II.  Net balance (as priced by owner) 

$419 

 100 

130 Seated Helvetias.  Net balance $397  90 

131 Seated Helvetias.  Net balance $329  75 

132 Standing Helvetias.  Net balance $604  135 

133 Standing Helvetias.  Net balance $675  150 

134 Standing Helvetias.  Net balance $440  100 

135 Cross and Numerals.  Net balance $375  80 
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136 Postage due and a few franchise.  Net balance $423  100 

137 Better postal stationery items.  Net balance $82.50  30 

138 Two books: money order and receipt of mailing forms, plus a few stationery 

items.  Net balance $40.65 

 10 

139 Two books: covers with K-cancels including several better items.  Net balance 

$81.20 

 30 

140 Liechtenstein small accumulation of modern covers, plus several 1915 postal 

cards. (Not a circuit book.) 

99+ 22 

 

AHPS Auction Manager Report 
April 19, 2011  

[Space problems made me defer Gordon’s report until this issue.  My apologies – Ed.] 

This report covers the three auctions in 2010 and the first sale of 2011.  As usual, the summer sale 

was the weakest, but was stronger than that of 2009.  The range of material was quite wide, as was the 

range of individual lot realizations.  Thirty-seven lots realized $100 or higher, ranging up to $750, pointing 

out that there is a market for higher end material.  These four auctions returned $2,295 to the AHPS trea-

sury.  Results of these auctions are summarized in the table below. 

AHPS Auction Summary 2010-11 

Auction  # 147 148 149 150 Total Average 

Date 3/10 7/10 11/10 3/11   

# of Lots 128 120 155 195 598 150 

# of Sellers 7 7 6 7 --- 7 

# of Lots Sold 83 51 77 113 324 81 

# of Bidders 23 11 17 23 --- 19 

$ Sales 4935 1415 3820 5155 15325 3831 

$ to AHPS 736 212 573 774 2295 574 

    Respectfully submitted,   Gordon T. Trotter 

 

 
AHPS Auction 151 

Prices realized 
 

Lot 

# 

Selling 

price $ 

Lot 

# 

Selling 

price $ 

Lot 

# 

Selling 

price $ 
2 64 24 7 33 23 

12 3 25 16 36 18 

15 190 26 15 37 9 

18 3 27 10 45 1.50 

21 3 28 9 46 4 

22 9 29 22 47 2 

23 1.50 32 9  
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Matterhorn Meanderings   
(continued from page 2) 

If the last installment of post office changes was small, this installment will make up for that! 

1.   On August 11, 2011, the post office at 9526 Zuckenriet (canton St. Gallen) was closed  

  [assumed by 9527 Niederhelfenschwil] [K-cancel 623a was last used on that date] 

2.   On August 13, 2011, the post office at 1595 Faoug (canton Vaud) was closed [assumed by 1580 Avenches] 

3.   On August 19, 2011, the post office at 1541 Bussy (canton Fribourg) was closed [assumed by 1530 Payerne] 

[K-cancel 1181 was last used on that date] 

4.   On August 20, 2011, the post office at 7233 Jenaz (canton Graubünden) was closed  

  [assumed by 7240 Küblis] 

5.   On August 22, 2011, the post office at 1036 Sullens (canton Vaud) was closed  

  [assumed by 1030 Bussigny-près-Lausanne] 

6.   On August 27, 2011, the post office at 6838 Muggio (canton Ticino) was closed  

  [assumed by 6852 Genestrerio] 

7.   On August 31, 2011, the post office at 1376 Goumoens-la-Ville (canton Vaud) was closed  

  [assumed by 1040 Echallens] 

8.   On September 9, 2011, the post office at 1528 Surpierre (canton Fribourg) was closed  

  [assumed by 1523 Granges-près-Marnand] 

9.   On September 10, 2011, the post office at 6837 Caneggio (canton Ticino) was closed  

  [assumed by 6852 Genestrerio] 

10.   On September 15, 2011, the post office at 8857 Vorderthal (canton Schwyz) was closed [assumed by 8854 

Siebnen] [K-cancel 696 was last used on that date]  This K-cancel had been in use since June 19, 1978! 

11.   On September 30, 2011, the following post offices were closed: 

8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall 2 (canton Schaffhausen) [assumed by 8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall 1] 

[K-cancel 122b was last used on that date] 

3905 Saas-Almagell (canton Valais) [assumed by 3910 Saas-Grund] 

12.   On October 1, 2011, the post office at 8523 Hagenbuch (canton Zürich) was closed  

  [assumed by 8355 Aardorf] [K-cancel 984 was last used on that date] 

13.   On October 8, 2011, the post office at 1114 Colombier (canton Vaud) was closed [assumed by 1123 Aclens] 

[K-cancel 1167 was last used on that date] 

14.   On October 14, 2011, the post office at 4245 Kleinlützel (canton Solothurn) was closed  

  [assumed by 4242 Laufen] 

15.   On October 15, 2011, the following post offices were closed: 

7512 Champfèr (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7503 Samedan] [K-cancel 139a was last used on that 

date]  This K-cancel had been in used since December 2, 1965! 

8812 Horgen 2 Oberdorf (canton Zürich) [assumed by 8820 Wädenswil] 

16.   On October 22, 2011, the following post offices were closed: 

8812 Horgen 3 Waldegg (canton Zürich) [assumed by 8820 Wädenswil] 

8217 Wilchingen (canton Schaffhausen) [assumed by 8215 Hallau] [K-cancel 591 was last used on that 

date]  This K-cancel had been in use since December 6, 1972! 

17.   On October 28, 2011, the post office at 7603 Vicosoprano (canton Graubünden) was closed  

  [assumed by 7603 Vicosoprano] [K-cancel 718a supposedly was last used on that date] 

18.  On October 29, 2011, the following post offices were closed: 

5042 Hirschthal (canton Aargau) [assumed by 5040 Schöftland] 

6703 Osogna (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6710 Biasca] 

19.   On November 5, 2011, the post office at 4803 Vordemwald (canton Aargau) was closed [assumed by 4800 

Zofingen] [K-cancel 675a was last used on that date] 

 

That’s it for now. 
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AHPS Auction 152: Selected Lots 

 

 

 

 

Find the complete Auction listing starting  

on page 13. 
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Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society 
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